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Abstract— In this paper, we present the design, fabrication
and the mathematical model of an entire soft robotic arm with
three-dimensional (3D) locomotion. We first describe the design
of the soft arm based on 3D printed channels that were spatially
distributed at the interface of two different silicone elastomeric
materials which enable complex 3D motion of the soft arm.
Then we demonstrate the workspace of motion at different air
pressure levels, and the ability of the mathematic model to
predict the three-dimensional movement in free space. We
further demonstrate that modifying the texture of the surface of
the soft arm can constrain the radial expansion. Finally, we
estimate the workspace, location repeatability of the soft arm
via actual tests.

of the pneumatic expansion [24]. In this paper, we wish to
improve the motion capabilities of these systems, and
specifically to fabricate and mathematically model entire soft
robotic arm with three-dimensional (3D) motion. This paper
describes the design and fabrication of the soft robotic arm
based on 3D printed channels spatially distributed at the
interface of two different silicone elastomeric materials; these
composite elastomeric structures enable complex 3D motion
of the soft arm. We demonstrate that modifying the texture of
the surface of the soft arm can constrain the radial expansion.
Based on the kinematic model, we further demonstrate both
workspace of motion at different air pressure levels, and the
ability of the mathematic model to predict the
three-dimensional movement in free space.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Soft robotics is a new member of the robotic family that has
several promising features, such as lightweight, inexpensive,
easily fabricated, simply to control, etc. [1]. The soft robotics
can be fabricated by several approaches including
multi-material 3D printing [2], shape deposition
manufacturing (SDM) [3], soft lithography [4], or integrated
multiple manufacturing approaches to create composite
materials[5]-[7]. Variable-length tension cables [8],[9],
pneumatic or hydraulic for pressurization of channels in a soft
material [10], and dielectric elastomer [11], electro-active
polymers or shape memory alloy [12]-[14] are usually used
for the actuation of soft robotics. While integrating multiple
segments of soft actuators has made several bio-inspired
robotic locomotions possible [16],[17].
With soft deformable bodies, animals in nature tend to
find a simple but efficient way to interact with the
environments. Many cephalopods such as octopus [16] have
exceptional manipulation and locomotion abilities even
without rigid skeletons. Their bodies are mainly composed of
intrinsically soft materials that can deform by the muscles and
absorb the considerable energy of the collision during
locomotion. Soft pneumatic robots can distribute pressure
uniformly over large areas without elaborate controls; this
capability makes it possible for them to manipulate fragile
and irregular objects [18]-[22].
The mobility of the soft robotic gripper with which we
have worked out structures actuated by the expansion of
elastomeric pneumatic networks – have been limited to a
single bending mode in the direction defined by the anisotropy
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A. Design and Fabrication
The soft robotic arm is designed to achieve
three-dimensional motion by pneumatic actuation. Individual
chambers are used to actuate the soft arm to bend in multiple
directions and motions. We applied the modularized design
and fabrication. Each module of the segment has three
individual chambers which allow the module bending in 3
DOFs. And more identical modules are integrated to obtain
more DOFs. In this section, we demonstrated a
2-module-segment soft robotic arm. We used a silicone
elastomer (Dragon Skin 10, Smooth-on, USA) and a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to fabricate soft robotic arm.
Dragon Skin 10 has a Shore A hardness of 10, used to
fabricate the outer layer, including the three individual
chambers. PDMS has a Shore A hardness of 50, which limits
deformation in contrast to Dragon Skin 10. As a result,
because of the elongation difference between the outer layer
and the central core, when actuated by compressed air the
module can perform independently omnidirectional bending.
Specially, the surface of soft arm is designed as corrugate
texture, and we cover the rubber tendons in the groove of
corrugate. Therefore, the texture and tendons constrain radial
ballooning of the chambers and thus the expansion mainly
contributed to length increment. Compared with previous
works [18],[20], we can see that our soft arm could achieve
bending motions in less radial ballooning (as shown in figures
of next sections).
The fabrication of this three-dimensional soft robotic arm
is a process of multiple-step casting procedures. We
fabricated the soft arm in silicone elastomer with the
three-dimensional printed molds made of Polylactic Acid
(PLA) plastic. Fig. 1 demonstrates the process we used to
fabricate the soft arm. The main idea is to cast each single
segment individually in steps (a)-(d), and then in step (e) we
connect these modules from below upward to form the soft
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Figure 1. Fabrication of a soft robotic arm. (a) 3D printed mold for a single segment soft arm, where the chamber plugs and core plug are used to form the
core and chambers; (b) fill the mold with Dragonskin 10; (c) remove the center template and cast with PDMS; (d) single segment removed from the mold; (e)
integrate two segments with connecting device filled with Dragonskin 10; (f) the integrated double segments of soft robotic arm.

robotic arm. In step (f), the two segments soft arm were
unmolded, and then we filled 8mm-length sections at both
ends of the soft arm with silicone elastomer to seal the six
chambers. Six silicone tubes were inlet into the soft arm,
which could be used to deliver compressed air to activate the
soft arm. The total time required for fabrication was
approximately ten hours. Before this process, we used
computer aided design (CAD) to design the molds. A 3D
printer (Makerbot Replicator 5, MakerBot, USA)
manufactured the molds with PLA from the CAD files. To
reduce the adhesion between PLA molds and elastomer, the
release agent was used to treat the surface of PLA molds to
make the soft arm and PLA molds separate easily. To
fabricate multiple segments manipulator, step (e) will be
repeated for several times. Meanwhile, we constrain the
radial ballooning of each segment with rubber tendons.
B. Kinematics modeling
The soft robotic arm shown in this paper is composed of
two soft segments, while each segment contains a 2-DOF
bending section and two indeformable death-sections due to
the specific fabrication process (elongation is also another
DOF, but it’s quite small that we ignore this DOF), as shown
in Fig. 2(a). Under the interaction of six chambers within two
segments, the soft robotic arm has 4 DOFs. The six
independent chambers can be actuated with comprised air,
where the position and orientation can be controlled by
programmed pressure.
Fig. 2(b) shows the overview of modeling process of the
soft robotic arm. The modeling process could be divided into
two parts: (1) the relationship between pressure (pij, the
subscripts i and j mean segment i chamber j, the same as
follows) and length of chambers (lij); (2) the transformation
from chamber length (lij) to the coordinate of the end of soft
arm (xi, yi, zi). Because of the nonlinear response of soft
material such as silicon elastomer, it’s complex to figure out

(1) theoretically, so we finish this task via experiments. In this
section, we mainly illustrate the transformation from length to
coordinate. Obviously, the pneumatic driven soft robotic arm
is a continuum robot. Considering the previous works on PCC
(Piecewise Constant Curvature [23]), we make assumptions
as follow:
a) The curvature rate is constant in a bending section,
while the indeformable section presents a line;
b) The chambers of a segment are parallel, and the cross
sections are equal in the same section;
c) To reduce the complexity of modeling, the soft arm is
analyzed without gravity and load.
The reason for choosing length as the parameter to
describe the actuated condition is: although the length,
swelling volume, curvature and wall thickness of chambers
are all the monotonic reflections of different actuated
conditions in different pressure, we choose length mainly
taking into consideration the simplification for measurement.
As known, swelling volume and wall thickness are
complicated in measuring except using special equipment.
Moreover, it’s not easy to describe the bending directions in
3D space with curvature.
1) Robot-independent transformation: Based on the
assumptions, we could simplify the soft robotic arm as
independently controlled constant curves and lines, shown in
Fig. 1(b). Q0 is the base static coordinate system, while Qib
and Qil represent the end of bending section and death section
in the ith segment. These transformations could be easily
described by homogeneous matrixes:
R p
(1)
T
0


1 

Where R is the rotation matrix and p is the translation
vector. Considering all the segments are actuated in the same
way, it could be clear to figure out the transformation in a
single segment, shown in Fig. 2(c). Actually, this bending
translation could be regarded as the rotation about y-axis with
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curvature angle θi the rotation about z-axis with orientation
angle φi. We define that the x-axis pointing to the center of
circle and z-axis coinciding with the tangent of the circle.
Thus, we need to post-multiply the homogeneous matrix with
the rotation matrix R(-φi) and zero translation. The final form
of the transformation matrix for one bending section is shown
as follows:
 c 2i ci  s 2i ci si (ci  1) ci si

c s (c  1) s 2i ci  c 2i si si
( i 1)l
T  i i i
ib
 ci si
 si si
ci

0
0
0


rci (1  ci ) 

rsi (1  ci ) 

rsi

1


(2)

Where cθi=cosθi, and sθi=sinθi, the same to φi.
Meanwhile, the transformation matrix of non-deformable
section could be written as follows obviously:
1
0
T 
0

0

ib
il

0
1
0
0

0 0
0 0 
1 dsi 

0 1

(3)

Where dsi is the length of the death section of the ith
segment.
Thus, the homogeneous matrix for whole segment
transformation could be written as equation (4). And the
different segments used in the calculation were shown in Fig.
2(d). From the combination of different segments and
sections and the homogeneous matrix for a single segment,
we can deduce the global transformation matrix as equation
(5).
( i 1)l
(4)
T = i(bi 1)lT iibl T
il
1)l
(5)
T =1l0 T 1l2l T (n
T
nl
Particularly, the soft robotic arm we used has two
segments and 6 DOFs. So when n=2, we could work out the
specific transformation for our soft arm as follows:
0
0
1l
(6)
2l T =1lT 2l T

When we want to know the exact coordinate of the tip on
the soft arm in the base static coordinate system,
post-multiply a vector [0;0;0;1] which describes the tip’s
location in Q2l.
2) Robot-specific transformation: The destination of our
transformation is to represent the location parameter (xi, yi, zi)
with chambers length (lij). In the previous statement, we have
already combined the location parameter (xi, yi, zi) and (κi, φi,
θi) which is regarded as the intermediate parameters. The
relation between the chamber length (lij) and the intermediate
parameters (κi, φi, θi) is presented as follows.
The assumptions on the same cross section and parallel
chamber allow question simplified so that we could analyze
random cross sections regardless of the expansion of
chambers. According to the geometric diagram shown in Fig.
2(e), it is easy to calculate the expression of intermediate
parameters (κi, φi, θi). Where li1 means the length of chamber
1 in the ith segment, and d means the distance between cross
section center and the center in the outer wall of the chamber.
Particularly, we use the outer wall center mainly considering
the accessible for measurement. By the way, we also exclude
the influence of expansion of the chamber in measurement,
which will be described in detail in experiments.
i 

2
2
2
1 2 li1  li 2  li 3  li1li 2  li1li 3  li 2li 3

ri
 li1  li 2  li 3  d

 li 2  li 3  2li1 

 3 l  l  
i2
i3 


i = tan 1 

i =

0
nl

2 li12  li 2 2  li 32  li1li 2  li1li 3  li 2li 3
3d

(7)
(8)
(9)

Thus, we combine the chambers length (lij) and location
parameter (xi, yi, zi) together.

Figure 2. Kinematics modeling: (a) the global view of modeling. The main idea of this transform is to represent the ith segment position parameters (xi, yi,
zi) using length parameters (li) via arc parameters (κi, φi, θi), and figure out the relation between actuation parameter (pi) and length (li). Thus, we could
predict position when we set pressure; (b) the cross section of soft arm which shows the 3 actuating chambers and its geometrical relationship; (c) general
kinematics model for soft arm; (d) general kinematics model for a segment. The bending section could be considered as a perfect arc of circle whose length
is Li, while indeformable section as a line whose length is dsi.
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Figure 4. Overview of the soft arm experiments set up. The soft arm is
driven by a pneumatic device controlled by PC. Meanwhile its 3D motions
are rebuilt via 2 cameras, which makes coordinates of the mark points
accessible.

C. Experiments setup
To explore the relation between the pressure and length of
the pneumatic chamber, and validate the kinematic modeling
based controlling, we have set up an experimental platform
based on binocular vision. Fig. 3 shows the experiments set
up. The soft robotic arm was driven by a pneumatic driving
device which was established by us and could set pressure of
all six chambers via proportional valves (ITV0030-2BL,
SMC, Japan). Meanwhile, mark points on the soft arm in
different actuated condition could be recorded by two stereo
cameras (acA1600-60gc, BASLER, German). Thus, the
variable motions of the soft arm could be rebuilt by a motion
analysis software ProAnalyst (ProAnalyst, Xcitex, USA),
which makes the coordinates of mark points accessible. The
soft robotic arm and stereo cameras were fixed on a
600mm×500mm×400mm frame. Two cameras were located
48mm apart while the angle between cameras and soft arm
was approximately 63°. Also, the images were conveyed
through PCI-E Ethernet interface and the pneumatic driving
device communicated with PC by the serial port.
Before experiments, we carefully calibrated the
workspace of stereo cameras. Making use of the calibration
board (PA-3DP-24, Xcitex, USA) appended to ProAnalyst,
we figured out the error in stereo space of camera, which is
shown in TABLE. I. The data in TABLE. I is given by
ProAnalyst.
1) Pressure-length identification: Although the previous
statement combines the chambers length (lij) and location
parameter (xi, yi, zi) together, we directly use pressure (pi) as
the actuation parameters. And we can figure out the curve on
pressure and chambers length. Because of the nonlinear
response in soft material expanding, bending and elongating,
it’s not easy to solve the relation between chambers length
and pressure in a theoretical way. Thus, we try to design an
TABLE I.

experiment to achieve this.
To measure the different length of different chambers
actuated in various pressures, we analyzed the
1600pixels×1200pixels images of different segments in soft
arm actuated by the pneumatic driving device in different
pressures. We actuated the segment 1 (upper segment, which
is shown in Fig. 2(c)) and segment 2 (lower segment)
separately in diverse pressures (40 kPa, 50 kPa, 60 kPa, 70
kPa, and 80 kPa). In each group, we repeated for five times
and measured the length of the bending sections in 3
chambers. In addition, all the measurements were done in
calibrated images. To avoid the influence of expanding on the
pressurized chamber, we chose the curve for bending section
(yellow line in Figs. 5(a) and (b)) that parallel to center curve
(red dotted line in Figs. 5(a) and (b)) as the chamber length.
2) Kinematic model based location error: We performed
this experiment to compare the real mark points location
obtained by stereo cameras and model-based predicted
position and analyze the location error of the kinematic model.
In order to evaluate the three-dimensional positioning
capability under the kinematic model, the binocular vision
was used to rebuild motion and measure the coordinate of
mark points. The measured position was given by the 3D
motion analysis software ProAnalyst, while the predicted
location was given by the MATLAB (MATLAB R2015b,
Mathworks, USA) simulation. In the binocular vision
measurement, we actuated chambers to make the soft robotic
arm in “S” motion. In MATLAB simulation, we used the
measured chambers length as the input to calculate the
position of tips. We made the comparison in pressures 40 kPa,
50 kPa, 60 kPa, 70 kPa, and 80 kPa, while five times
repetition for each pressure.
III. RESULTS
A. Workspace simulation
Fig. 4 shows the kinematic model based simulation on the
workspace of one segment and a double segments soft robotic
arm. The workspace of single segment clearly shows
three-dimensional motion accessible to the soft robotic arm.
The morphology of single-segment workspace shapes part of
sphere face (covers approximately 10mm×10mm×8mm
volume) with thickness caused by the elongation of chambers.
Meanwhile, using interaction on multiple chambers, the soft
robotic arm performs 6 DOFs in different motions and shows
a hollow sphere workspace. The size of the accessible zone is
approximately 40mm-diameter sphere while the hollow

ERROR OF STEREO CAMERAS SPACE

Average error
(mm)

Standard
deviations
(mm)

Maximum
error (mm)

Minimum
error (mm)

0.6381

0.2484

1.1573

0.2891

Figure 3. Simulations on workspace of soft arm based on kinematics
model: (a) simulation for the single segment which shows workspace shaped
sphere face with thickness; (b) double segments workspace simulation which
is a hollow sphere. The base of soft arm is set at (0,0,0).
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diameter is about 28mm. In general, two-segment soft arm
collects more accessible space.
B. Length – pressure identification
We performed the experiment to figure out the relation
between chambers length and pressure for different segments.
The results show that the pressure has a great impact on the
chamber length. Meanwhile, the response to pressure
changing on two segments is quite different. From Fig. 5, it
can be observed that the chambers elongate with the pressure
increase in the both segments. Under 80 kPa, the chamber in
segment one was measured as 117.2 mm and 53.95% for
elongation. In contrast length for segment two was measured
as 174.0 mm and 95.51% for elongation. This rise occurs
slowly when pressure is relatively low (10~50kPa), while the
length increases much more rapidly after 50 kPa. In the
comparison between segment 1 and 2, we can see that the
upper segment bent less than the other one in high pressure
(more than 70 kPa), and this deviation has an upward trend.
C. Kinematic model based location error
Fig. 6 demonstrates the location error in different
pressures. It is quite obvious that in relatively low pressure
(no more than 70 kPa), the experimental curve fits theoretical
prediction well, where the location errors stay in a low level
that is less than 5.8 mm. In addition, the error bars are quite
short when pressure is no more than 70 kPa. The maximum
standard deviation appears when pressure is 60 kPa, under
which the exact value is 0.59 mm. The small level of standard
deviation shows that the soft robotic arm performs well
repeatability in low pressure. Moreover, we could see that the
location error increases when the pressure rises. Before 70
kPa, the increment remains stable, while the location error
rises steeply in 80 kPa and the value is 39.5 mm. Meanwhile,
the standard deviation also rises to 3.32 mm, which represents
a larger repeatable error. Overall, kinematic based control

Figure 5. Identification for pressure and length. (a) and (b) show segment
1 and segment 2 bending when actuated separately in different pressures.
Segment 1 shown in (b) bends less than segment 2 shown in (a); (c) shows
the curvature about length measured and pressure, while (d) shows the per
unit length increments of segments change when pressure rises. In the
same pressure, the length of segment 2 increases more than that of segment
1. Red dotted line in (a) and (b) represents the center curve of a chamber,
and yellow line is chamber length we measured.

shows good performance when pressure is no more than 70
kPa. More interactive details of the soft arm motion can be
found in the supplementary videos.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although there were some previous studies on
three-dimensional soft bodied elastomers, few of them have
quantitatively analyzed an open-loop kinematic model, which
could help us achieve better understanding on the
bio-inspired controlling principle of soft robot. In this paper,
we demonstrated a pneumatic actuated, highly compliance,
modularized soft robotic arm. The novel design and
fabrication to integrate a multiple-segment soft robotic arm
and constrain the radial expansion was expounded. We
focused on the kinematic modeling which transforms
pressure (pi) to location parameters (xi, yi, zi). Therefore, we
could predict the position of soft arm tip by the pressure
interaction in chambers. We first quantitatively analyzed the
capability of an open-loop kinematic model without vision or
sensors feedback compared with previous works [18][21],
which will help us achieve better understanding on how the
chambers interact to achieve complex motions and precise
location.
The simulation demonstrated in Fig. 4 shows the sphere
shaped workspace of soft robotic arm, which provides a
persuasive evidence that three-dimensional motion is
accessible as we designed. The morphology of working space
contains a sphere hollow inside, which is quite similar to
conventional robotic arm. The empty part is mainly due to
that the maximum curvature of bending segments is limited
by material and structure, while that on traditional robotic
arm is caused by interference of joints. Moreover, in contrast
between Fig. 4(a) and (b), it is obvious that we could enhance
the workspace and reduce hollow diameter by integrating
more segments of soft arms, which is quite significant on the
potential applications for soft arm manipulation.
The chamber length has a monotonic relation with
pressure. The chamber length increment becomes more rapid
at high pressure. This change in rate probably is influenced by
the nonlinear material properties and air compressibility in
balloon chambers. Meanwhile, segment 1 bended less than
the other one in high pressure, which could be well explained
that segment 2 could be considered as load on segment 1, and
the more it bends, the larger moment of force will generate.
The moment caused by load reduces the bending curvature,
which should be paid more attention when integrating more
segments or operating in loading condition.
In this paper, we first quantitatively analyzed the
capability of an open-loop kinematic model, and tested the
location error of open-loop model based control without
vision or sensors feedback [18][21]. The results will help us
achieve better understanding on how the chambers interact to
achieve complex motions and precise location. The location
error has been considered as an essential indication for the
kinematics control. The model based location was proved to
have a good performance (less than 2.8 mm error) under low
pressure. While operating under high pressure, the location
error increases significantly. We hypothesized that the large
deformation might cause it under high pressure, we didn’t
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[4] S. A. Morin, R. F. Shepherd, S. W. Kwok, A. A. Stokes, A. Nemiroski,
[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Figure 6. Location error influenced by pressure. The location error is
defined as the Euclidean distance of theoretical point and average
experimental data points. (a) The bending condition in contrast between
theoretical point and experimental points, which shows the deviation of tips
position. The red curve is given by theoretical simulation based on kinematic
model and the blue one by experiment; (b) the location error changes with
pressure, and stay in a low level when pressure is no more than 70kPa.

[12]

[13]

consider the effect of the balloon effect of the chambers that
were inflated along the radial directions. Therefore, the
geometric relations in the cross sections of the soft arm have
been altered in a way that should further model via more
detailed experiments (see Fig. 2(c) for notation). As both
sides of the soft robotic segment have been filled with
non-chambered soft materials which are non-extendable, the
main expansion happens in the middle part of the chamber.
This effect is remarkable under high pressure, nevertheless,
could be ignored under low air pressure.
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